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In this paper we propose a new theory of the Gestalt law of good continuation.In this theory
perceptual processes are modeled by an exponential pyramid algorithm. To test the new theory we
performed three experiments. The subject’s task was to detect a target (a set of dots arranged along
a straight or curved 1ine)among background dots. Detectability was high when: (a) the target was
long; (b) the density of target dots relative to the density of background dots was large; (c) the local
change of angle was small along the entire line; (d) local properties of the target were known to the
subject. These results are consistent with our new model and they contradict prior models. @ 1997
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Figure–groundsegregation Localvs globalanalysis
INTRODUCTION
The goal of visual perception is to provide the observer
with visual information about the three-dimensional
environment so that the observer can recognize objects,
manipulatethem, and navigate in the environment.There
have been many theories and models that attempted to
describe and explain three-dimensionalvisualperception
(e.g. Braunstein, 1976; Cutting, 1986; Gibson, 1950,
1979; Johansson, 1977; Marr, 1982; Pizlo, 1994; Rock,
1983;Shepard & Cooper, 1982;Zusne, 1970).It is clear,
however, that before any three-dimensionalobject can be
reconstructed or recognized, the visual system must first
“decide” whether the retina contains an image of any
object at all. If it does, the next questionis which parts of
the retinal image correspond to this object. The
phenomenon where a region on the retina representing
a given object and the boundary of this region are
determined is called figure-ground segregation. The
importance of this phenomenon was recognized quite
early by Gestalt Psychologists(see, for example, Koffka,
1935).
Solving the figure-ground segregation problem may
not be easy if the scene is cluttered and the object
occluded. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows a
house behind trees and bushes. But solving the figure–
ground segregation problem is difficult also (or even
primarily) because a given retinal image does not
uniquely determine the three-dimensional scene: there
is always an infinitenumberof possibleinterpretationsof
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the regions and contours in the retinal image. However,
despitethis ambiguityinherent in figure-ground segrega-
tion, the observer’s percept is usually unambiguous.
Figure 2 shows an example. This figure contains a
collectionof individualdots and there are many possible
interpretations of this figure. For example, one could
perceive this figureas a set of individualdotsunrelated to
one another.Alternatively, the observer could group the
dots, which can lead to the percept of two curved lines.
Note, however, that there are at least two different
groupings possible because it is unclear whether this
figurerepresentstwo smoothlines that give rise to an “X”
intersection or whether there are two lines, one being a
“V” and the otherbeing an inverted“V”, meeting at their
corners. Clearly, this figure has many possible inter-
pretations.Phenomenologically,however,we tend to see
two smooth lines forming an “X” intersection.How does
the visual system arrive at this particular interpretation?
Why is this interpretation preferred, over many others
that are geometricallyequivalent?
According to Gestalt Psychologists, to decide among
many possible interpretations, the visual system uses
some rules or laws. These laws determinehow the image
is organized before it becomes a percept. Hence, these
laws are called laws of organization.The fundamental
law of organization in Gestalt Psychology is called the
Pragnanz (or simplici~) principle. According to this
principle, the interpretation that is preferred by the
observer is the simplest one that can be derived from a
given retinal image. Thus, in the case shown in Fig. 2, the
observer perceives two smooth lines, rather than two
lines each having a V shape, because in the former case
the lines are closer to straight lines, and a straight line is
simpler than a V-shaped line. The simplicity principle,
when applied to cases similar to that in Fig. 2, is
conventionallycalled the law of good continuation.The
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name of this law, good continuation,is related to the
perceptual tendency to prefer a smooth line when
resolving the direction of a given line at an intersection
with another line. This law was described first by
Wertheimer (1923/1958). He provided a number of
examples illustrating this law and conjectured that good
continuationrefers to “an appropriatenessof thecurve, an
inner belongingness, a good whole or good configura-
tion”. Because of its vagueness, this conjecture did not
receive much attention and subsequent theories of good
continuation were based on the concept of simplicity,
which due to its mathematical tractability could easily
lead to testable theories (interestingly,such a formulation
of good continuationis not consistentwith Wertheimer’s
understandingof this perceptual phenomenon:he specu-
lated that good continuation “does not imply a mathe-
matical simplicity”).
The simplicity principle is not the only principle that
can be used to explain the phenomenonof figure-ground
segregation. An alternative principle is called the
likelihood principle. According to this principle our
percept follows the interpretation which is the most
likely, or the most probableone, that can be derivedfrom
a given retinal image.Again, considerthe examplein Fig.
2. Assume that this figure represents the observer’s
retinal image produced by two lines in three-dimensions.
This retinal image could have been produced by two V-
shaped lines in three-dimensions only if the observer
viewed these lines from one particularviewing direction,
so that the images of the corners of the two lines
happened to touch one another. Clearly, such a situation
is quite unlikely in everyday life and it happens with
probability close to zero (this is called a degenerate
view). On the other hand, two smooth lines in three-
dimensionscan give rise to an X intersectionon the retina
for a wide range of viewing directions. It is obvious that
this can happen with probabilitygreater than zero and, as
a result, this situation is more likely as compared to the
case with two V-shaped lines. Thus, there have been two
different ways of explaining figure-ground segregation,
one based on the Pragnanz or simplicity principle of
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of the law of good continuation. Despite the
fact that this set of dots determines many possible interpretations, it
usually gives rise to the percept of two smooth lines forming an X
intersection.
Gestalt and the other based on the likelihoodprinciple of
the empiristic school of psychology.
We will begin with a review of prior research, in
psychology and in computer vision, on the law of good
continuation.Next, we will provide a new theory of this
law based on a new definitionof smoothnessrooted in the
likelihoodprinciple.After the smoothnessis defined,we
will presenta stimulationmodel,based on an exponential
pyramid algorithm, of the perceptual mechanism under-
lying this law. Then we will report the results of three
psychophysicalexperimentsthat tested the new definition
of smoothnessas well as the new model.
PRIOR RESEARCH
In this review we will classify the theories and the
experimentalresultswith respect to such features as local
vs global processing,and bottom-up(data based) vs top-
down (model based) processing. Also, we will try to
identify whether a given theory or experimental result is
consistentwith the simplicity principle of Gestalt or the
likelihoodprinciple of empiristicpsychology.
Traditionally,figure-ground segregationwas assumed
to be the first stage of perceptualprocessing,which was a
prerequisite for further stages such as object reconstruc-
tion and recognition. This assumption implied that in
order to ensure that recognition and reconstruction of
objects is performed within reasonably short times, this
first stage of visualprocessinghad to be fast. Next, since
figure-ground segregation by itself was not assumed to
lead to elaborated percepts of three-dimensionalobjects
and scenes, it seemed natural to assume that figure–
ground segregation involves relatively simple mechan-
isms. These apparently obvious assumptions, namely,
that figure-ground segregationhad to be fast and simple,
restrictedthe classof modelsthat havebeen consideredin
the past as possiblemodels of figure-ground segregation.
We will show, however, that these restrictions might
have been too severe and that using them led to
inadequatemodels of figure-ground segregation,
Uttal’s (1975) study was one of the first quantitative
approaches to curve detection in the presence of noise.
Uttal used dots as stimuli.The backgroundwas a random
dot pattern and a target was some regular arrangementof
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dots (e.g. a set of dots along a straightor curved line). If
the observer is presented with such a stimulus, the
observercan often easily detect the presenceof the target.
Note that in such dotted stimuli, both the target and the
background consist of the same elements, dots, whose
only property is position. This allowed Uttal to
investigate the role of perceptual organization itself,
simply by changing the arrangementof the dots, without
changing the physical properties of the individual dots,
like intensity, duration or blur.
Uttal tested the effects of various parameters like the
densityof dots in the target and in the backgroundand the
shapeof the target, on the target’sdetectability.The main
results of Uttal’s experiments can be summarized as
follows: the easiest target to detect was a straight line.
When the target was a curved line, performance was
worse. More precisely, the higher the curvature (i.e. the
greater the departure from straightness), the worse was
the performance. This result supported the Gestalt
simplicity principle. Next, the detectability of the target
was higher when:
1. The density of dots in the target was greater;
2. The target was longer; and
3. The density of dots in the backgroundwas lower.
If the spacing of dots in the target was irregular,or the
positionsof the dots in the target were randomlychanged
so that the target was not a smooth line, detectabilitywas
lower.
To account for these results Uttal proposed an
autocorrelation model. This model analyzed the entire
stimulusglobally and this analysiswas purely bottom-up
(data based). However, the purely global nature of the
autocorrelationmodel is a problembecause the outputof
the model carries little or no informationabout the target
itself (Caelli et al., 1978).Furthermore,if the background
is highlyregular, for exampleif it consistsof a set of short
vertical line segments, and the target is an equally short
oblique line segment, the autocorrelationmodel will not
detect the target at all. But the human observer can still
quite easily detect a target under such conditions [this
phenomenon is called pop-out, Treisman & Gelade
(1980)]. To overcome some of these problems, other
models have been proposed [but see Ben-Av & Sagi
(1995) for a recent revival of an autocorrelationmodel].
van Oeffelen and Vos (1983) proposed a model where
processingbegan with locally convolvingthe image with
a Gaussian distribution function. Then, grouping was
determined by finding sets of dots that were located
within a single iso-density contour. This operation
represented the proximi@ law of Gestalt. The good
continuation principle was incorporated into this model
by using an elliptical Gaussian distributionwith orienta-
tion close to the orientationof the line to be found (Smits
et al., 1986). The problem with this model was that the
orientation of this line had to be known in advance.
To generalize this model to the case of a straight line
with unknown orientation as well as to curved lines,
Smits and Vos (1986) introduceda connectivitymeasure.
In this model the image was convolved with a circular
Gaussiandistributionand then the principal directionsof
curvature of the resulting surface at saddle points were
determined. One of these directions was parallel to the
line connecting the two dots and the other was
perpendicular to this direction. Thus, these directions
alloweddeterminationof the orientationof this line. This
connectivity measure, along with proximity (measured
by the average distance between neighboring dots) and
good continuation(measuredby the standarddeviationof
the orientationsbetween adjacentlines),were assumedto
affect the saliency measure of a curve.
This approach in which the local analysis involved
pairs of dots, has been more recently generalized by
including a search for triplets of dots that are approxi-
mately collinear (Vos & Helsper, 1991).This new model
can detect approximatelycollinearsets of dots and it may
lead to detection of polygonal figures. Vos and Helsper
pointedout, however,that this model is only a firststep in
modeling the phenomenonof good continuationand that
an adequate model should be general enough to include
the case of curved patterns. Furthermore, they con-
jectured that a psychologicallyplausiblemodel cannotbe
purelybottom-up(databased), as are all currentand prior
models. Instead, it has to allow for some top-down
constraints(hypotheses).
An approach which also involved computing saliency
of curves was described by Sha’ashua and Unman
(1988). In their algorithm the saliency of a curve
involved concepts of good continuation and proximity.
The saliency was greater if the curve was longer,
smoother and with fewer gaps (occlusions). The
smoothness itself was measured by curvature or curva-
ture variation. Despite the fact that this algorithm can
detect curves in similar cases to those where a human
observer detects them, this algorithm is not a plausible
model of the human perceptual mechanisms underlying
curve detection. First, in their algorithm the saliency is
accumulated in a serial way along the entire curve. This
makes the processing time proportional to the length of
the curve. But it is known that the time of perceptual
processing of a line is insensitive to the line’s length
(Pizlo et al., 1995).Another problem is related to using
curvature as a measure of smoothness. Although
curvature is a measure of departure from straightness
curvatureis scale dependent(for example, circles having
different diameters have different curvatures). As a
result, changing size on the retina affects curvatures
proportionally,which then should change the perceptual
saliencyof curves in the scene.This is a problembecause
in everyday life the retinal sizes of objects change very
often when the distances of the objects from the
observer’s eye change, but the percepts of the contours
of the objects do not seem to change [see also Alter &
Basri (1996) for their analysis of mathematical aspects
related to the scale dependence of Sha’ashua and
Unman’s algorithm].
Finally,we will describebriefly an approach based, in
part, on the anatomical and physiological properties of
the visual cortex (Zucker, 1985; Dobbins et al., 1989).
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FIGURE 3. Schematic illustration of a non-overlappedexponential
pyramid.
Zucker and his colleaguesshowed that parts of a straight
or curved line can be detected by detectors that are
sensitive to the orientation and curvature of a line, and
whose spatial properties resemble the receptive fields of
simple, complex, and hypercomplex cells. They con-
jectured that after parts of a line are detected, they can be
integrated in a curve synthesis stage.
It is seen from our reviewthat prior theoriesshared two
aspects: they all used bottom-up processing and they all
involved the simplicityprinciple. The fact that the prior
models did not involve any top-down effects (e.g.
familiarity with the target to be detected) allowed for
relatively fast processing. However, it is known that
human figure-ground segregation can be affected by
familiaritywith the object to be detected (Leeper, 1935).
Therefore, a psychologicallyplausible model of figure-
ground segregationshould allow for such effects. Below,
we describe a class of algorithmscalled pyramidswhose
properties make them a possible class of models of
figure-ground segregation. Specifically, they allow
performing both local and global operations as well as
applying bottom-up and top-down analysis.
Pyramid algorithms
General features. A pyramid consists of a stack of
layers containingprocessing units (nodes) (see Fig. 3 for
a schematic illustrationof a pyramid). Processingbegins
at the bottom layer (number O) which has the largest
number of nodes (N). Other layers have fewer nodes: the
higher the layer, the smaller the number of nodes. More
exactly, the number of nodes in layer k is equal to N/bk,
where b is called a reductionratio. Because this reduction
is exponential, such an architecture is called an
exponentialpyramid. Each node in the pyramid receives
information from a limited region of the image, called a
receptive field. The receptive fields of nodes on higher
levels are larger. This increase of the receptive field sizes
is accomplished by projecting information from several
“children”nodes in a lower layer to one “parent”node in..
a higher layer.
A pyramid has three general properties.First, it allows
simultaneous (parallel) processing of different parts of
the image. Second, it contains a number of representa-
tions of the image, different representations having
different spatial scales. Third, it allows for integration
of the different representations in either of two ways:
fine-to-coarse(bottom-up) or coarse-to-fine(top-down).
It is worth pointing out that the traditional distinction
between global and local analysis (we used this
distinction in the previous section to classify different
theories and models) does not really exist in a pyramid.
Properties that are local in the higher layers of the
pyramid are at the same time global in the lower layers of
the pyramid.As a result,pyramidsoffer a natural solution
to the traditionalcontroversyof whether to perform local
or global analysis; namely,“both types of processing are
performed simultaneously.
Exponential pyramid algorithms have been used
during the last 20 yr in computer vision to solve a wide
range of “earlyvision”problemslike image segmentation
and feature extraction [seeTanimoto and Pavlidis (1975)
for an early publication on pyramids, and Jolion and
Rosenfeld (1994) for a recent review of pyramids].
Interestingly,however,pyramidshave not been used very
often as models of human vision IPizlo et al. (1995) is
one of the few exceptions].This fact is surprisingbecause
on the one hand the pyramid’s organization and
functioning are similar to the known anatomical and
physiologicalpropertiesof the visual system, and on the
other hand, a pyramid can account for a wide range of
perceptual observations and experiments. Consider first
the anatomy and physiologyof the visual system.
Biologicalplausibilityofpyramid models. The human
visual system processes visual information in a highly
parallel way. Simultaneous activations of different
receptorsin the retina (there are about 120x 106receptors
in the retina of each eye) are passed through the optic
nerve, which contains 106 nerve fibers, to the lateral
geniculate nucleus and then to the primary visual cortex
(area Vi). Nerve fibers that are projected from different
parts of the retina terminate at differentparts of area V1.
This allows simultaneous processing of the visual
information.The primaryvisual cortex is a topographical
map of the retina, i.e. neighboringparts of the retina are
representedby neighboringparts of V1. Area VI projects
to area V2, which then projects to other areas represent-
ing higher stages of visual processing. Thus, the visual
system has, to some extent, a hierarchical organization.
The separate areas in the visual cortex (Vi, V2, V4 etc)
are well defined and the numbers reflect the order of
processing.Althoughno area has connectionsto only one
other area, the connections are not random, but instead
form quite clear patterns. As a result, processing of the
retinal image is done in stages, where the cells at later
stagesof processingselectivelyrespondto more complex
stimulation than the cells at earlier stages of processing.
Finally, the sizes of the receptive fields in the visual
cortex are different in different areas (Zeki, 1993). The
receptivefieldsof cells in area V1 are the smallest.These
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cells project to ,areaV2 in such a way that severalcells in
VI converge to one cell in V2. Such connectionsmake
the receptive fields of the cells in V2 larger than their
counterparts lri VI. The cells from area S72 have
connections to area V4 (from the thin strips in V2) or
V5 (from the thick strips in V2). Again, several cells
project to one cell in the higher area, and thus the
receptive fieldsare still larger in areas V4 and V5. So, the
higher in the processinghierarchy the cell is, the larger is
its receptive field. All these anatomical features of the
human visual system: parallel processing,preserving the
topographical map of the retina, hierarchical organiza-
tion, and increasing receptive field sizes at successive
stages of processing, are consistentwith the organization
of the exponentialpyramid.
Psychological plausibility of pyramid models. Now,
we briefly review psychophysical results that are
consistent with the pyramid’s architecture. Treisman
and Gelade (1980) discovered conditionsunder which a
target can easily be detected among distracters without
direction of attention to any particular part of the scene
(the “pop-out” phenomenon). Similarly, Julesz (1962)
and Beck (1966) determined conditions under which
texture segregation occurs effortlessly and pre-attenta-
tively. These two groups of phenomena suggest that the
visual system is analyzing the entire scene in a parallel
fashion. Next, consider the multiresolution property of
the visual system. This property was first demonstrated
by Campbelland l?obson(1968).They postulatedthat the
human visual systemhas distinctchannels, each of which
shows the greatest responseto a certain spatialfrequency.
This work on spatial properties of the visual system has
been generalized by Watt (1987) in his model of spatio-
temporal integration of visual information. He tested
discrimination sensitivity for length, orientation, curva-
ture and stereoscopicdepth for stimuliwith various sizes
and for various exposure durations. He found that the
discrimination sensitivity increased with the exposure
duration of the stimuli. Watt explained his results by
invokingspatial frequency channelsand assumingthat at
the onset of the stimulus only the coarsest channel
(resolution)is used. Then, this channel is “switched off’
and a finer channel is used, and so on, until the channel
with the finest resolution remains. Clearly, this model is
similar to (although not identical with) coarse-to-fine
processing in the pyramid. This work of Watt was
elaborated by Pizlo et al. (1995). They pointed out that
for a wide range of lengths in Watt’s (1987) study, the
Weber fraction (the ratio of the discriminationthreshold
for length to the length itself) was constant [see also
Burbeck & Yap (1990) for a similar result]. This result
indirectly implied that the speed of length processing in
the visual systemdoes not dependon the length itself,but
instead on the required precision of length judgment.
Pizlo et al. (1995) showed that this result can be modeled
by an exponential pyramid algorithm and that such a
model can better account for a wider range of perceptual
phenomena of size perception and mental size transfor-
mation than other models.
To summarize, the architecture of the pyramid is a
plausible model of the anatomy of the human visual
system and the known computational properties of the
exponential pyramid seem to agree with results of
psychophysicalexperiments. Therefore, we believe that
the exponential pyramid is a possible (perhaps even a
plausible) model of the perceptual mechanisms under-
lying human vision*. In this paper we use this model to
study and explain the law of good continuation,which is
an elementof the figure-groundsegregationphenomenon.
In this studywe performed three experiments.First we
describe Experiment 1 in which we tested the detect-
ability of a set of collinear dots among background dots.
Next, we presentour exponentialpyramidmodel of curve
detectionalongwith a new definitionof smoothness.This
model was then used to perform simulation experiments
under the same conditionsas those used in Experiment 1.
Then we report Experiment 2 which further tests our
model and the new definition of smoothness. In this
experiment a number of different curves were used as’
targets: straight lines, circular arcs and arbitrarily shaped
curves. Again, psychophysicalresults were compared to
simulation results from our exponentialpyramid model.
FinaIly,our Experiment3 tests the roles of familiarity of
*Oneof the reviewers indicated that a pyramid is a discrete precursor
of a continuous scale space model (Koenderink, 1984). In this
model a given image is represented by a one parameter family of
derivedimageswhere resolutionis a (continuous)parameter. It has
to be pointed out that the scale space model is a continuous
equivalent of only one special case of an exponential pyramid,
caIleda mrdtiresolrrtionpyramid.In a multiresolrrtionpyramid(and
in the scale space model)the onlyspatial operationwhich is applied
across levels of scale is blurring(whichcorrespondsto computinga
weightedaverage) and this operationis applied to onlyone feature:
intensity.Also, the representationof a stimulusin a multiresolution
pyramid (and in the scale space model) is derived in a purely
bottom-upfashion. In a general case of an exponentialpyramid,on
the other hand, one can perform a variety of operations, like
computing higher order statistics (e.g. variance) and detecting
propertiesof a frequencydistributionsuch as bimodalityor outliers
(Rosenfeld, 1990).These operationscan be applied to a numberof
features, and the features themselvescan be either continuous(e.g.
hue, size, orientation, curvature) or discrete variables (texture
elements). Finally, an exponential pyramid allows changing the
parameters of the locat operations, allowing for top-down(model
based) effects. It is possible that some of the capabilities of
exponential pyramids could be modeled by continuous models
(similar to the scale space model), but we do not think that all
discrete pyramidshave continuouscounterparts.We want to point
out, however,that despite the clear theoretical distinctionbetween
discrete and continuous models, this distinction may be less
important on a computationallevel. Namely, if the reductionratio
is close to one (as is the case in “fractional pyramids’’—Burt,
1981),the discrete pyramidbecomes computationallyvery similar
to a continuousmodel.The question remains of which of the two
types of models, discrete or continuous, is psychologically and
biologically more plausible. Existing perceptual results, including
“pop-out” phenomena, texture segregation and top-doyn effects,
are more consistent with the exponential (discrete) pyramid
models, since those models, but not the scale space model, can
account for the perceptual results. Similarly, on a biological level,
the discrete nature of the nervous system seems to be more
consistentwith discrete, rather than continuous,models.
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the shape and orientationof the target in its detectability.
The last section provides a summary and conclusions.
EXPERIMENT1:THE EFFECTOF THE DENSITYAND
LENGTH OF A TARGET ON ITS DETECTABILITY
In the first experimentwe used collinear sets of dots as
targets and we tested the effect of the density and length
of the target on its detectability. From Uttal’s (1975)
results it is known that the detectability of a target
increases when either the density or length of the target
increases. These results seem to be intuitively obvious
and we did not expect to measure different effects. The
purpose of this experiment was to describe these
relationships in a more systematic way and to extend
Uttal’s results to different stimuli.Specifically,we used a
longer exposure duration and a larger visual angle of the
stimuli and we did not mix many target shapes in one
session (this last factor is related to familiarity with the
target, and it will be directly tested in Experiment 3).
Methods
Subjects. Two of the authors (MSG and ZP) served as
subjects. They had prior experience as subjects in
psychophysical experiments and had extensive practice
for this experiment. MSG was an emmetrope. ZP was a
myope and used his normal correcting glasses.
Stimuli. The stimulus consisted of a target and
background. The target was a set of collinear, equally
spaced dots. The background was a set of similar,
randomly distributeddots (see Fig. 4 for an example of a
stimulus). The stimuli were displayed on the monitor
(1152 x 900 pixels) of a Spare 2GS computer. The dots
were white (luminance56.7 cd/m2).The size of each dot
was equal to the size of a pixel. The black background
had a luminanceof <0.001 cd/m2.The stimulusoccupied
a square array of 840x 840 pixels. The viewing distance
was 150 cm. The stimulus size was 9.4 deg.
The numbern of dots in a target of length 1and density
d was calculated as: n = l-d+ 1. The length here is
specified in pixels, and density is the reciprocal of the
distancebetween neighboringdots (to avoid ambiguityof
how the pixels are counted for different orientations of
the line,we assumethat a pixelhas a squareshapeand the
pixel’s size is measured as the length of the side of this
square). The position and orientation of the target was
randomfrom trial to trial. The coordinatesof background
dots were randomly generated from a uniform distribu-
tion. The total number of dots (target and background)in
a stimuluswas 400.
Procedure. The experiment consisted of two blocks;
each block had six sessions. The first block tested the
effect of target length for a fixed value of target density
(one density level per session). This block is called the
jixed densitycondition.The secondblock tested the effect
of target density for a fixed value of target length (one
length level per session). This block is called the jixed
length condition. The order of the blocks was different
for the two subjects, and the order of sessions within a
block was randomized.
The method of constant stimuli was used. In a given
session, for a fixed level of the density (or length), there
were seven equally spaced levels of length (or density).
The range of levels of density and length were chosen
separately for each subject in a preliminary experiment,
so that the extremes of the ranges gave rise to close to
chance and close to perfect performance.There were 100
trials per level of length (or density).There were also an
additional 100 catch trials in each session, in which no
target was presented.Thus, the total number of trials in a
session was 800. Before the experimental session 80
practice trials were used (10 trials per level plus 10 catch
trials). The subject was instructed to adopt a response
criterionso as to keep the error rate on catch trials as low
as possible, but above zero. After each response the
subject was given feedback about the accuracy of the
response.The subjectrespondedby using the buttonsof a
computer mouse. The time for response was unlimited.
The stimuli in the practice and experimental trials were
presented in a random order. After the block of practice
trials the subject was informed about the proportion of
errors on the catch trials. The subject had an option to
repeat the block of practice trials, but this option was
rarely used.
Before each trial a fixation cross was presented in the
center of the screen. The subject started the trial by
pressing a button of a computer mouse. Then, the cross
disappeared and after 100 msec the stimulus was
presented. The exposure duration of the stimulus was
100 msec. After this time the screen went black and the
fixation cross was displayed. The session lasted about
30 min.
The subject sat in a dark room. The monitor was
viewed monocularly with the right eye. The subject’s
head was supportedby a chin-foreheadrest. The monitor
was adjustedin such a way that the subject’sline of sight
was orthogonal to the screen.
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Iengfh of a line in pimls
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FIGURE 5. (A) Results of Experiment 1 for fixed density condition.The ordinate shows the proportionof responses “target
present” andthe abscissa showsthe lengthof the target in pixels.Differentpanels correspondto different levels of the densityof
dots in the target. Circles represent the trials with target and diamondsrepresent the trials without target (i.e. catch trials). (a)
Subject MSG; (b) subject ZP. (B) Results of Experiment 1 for fixed length condition.The ordinate shows the proportion of
responses“target present” andthe abscissa showsthe densityof dots in the target. Differentpanelscorrespondto different levels
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catch trials). (a) Subject MSG; (b) subject ZP.
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FIGURE6. Fifty percent detectabilitycurves for Experiment1.The squaresand diamondsrepresentresults from subiect MSG,
and the circles &d triangles from subject ZP. The a~eaabove and to the right of the 5070de~ectabilitycurve represe~ts targets
detected in >50% of the trials, whereas the area below and to the left of the curve represents targets detected in <50% of the
trials.
Results and discussion
Figure 5(A) shows the results from the fixed density
condition, and Fig. 5(B) shows the results from the fixed
length condition, for the two subjects. The circles
represent trials when the target was present, whereas
the diamonds represent catch trials. For each data point
there are shown error bars representingthe magnitudeof
sampling error computed as [(p(l-p)JNll’2, where p is
the proportionof “target detected” responsesandN is the
number of observations per data point (N= 100). The
continuous line is the best fitting cumulative Gaussian
distribution function. The probability of obtaining a X2
statisticequal to the value computedfrom the data points
or larger is given in each panel. If the fit of the
approximating function to the data points is good, the
value of the test statistic Z2is small, and the correspond-
ing probability is large. Conventionally,a value of this
. probability >0.1 is assumed to represent a good fit.
For subject MSG the fit was good (P > 0.1) in 8 out of
16 conditionsand for subjectZP the fit was good in 2 out
of 16 conditions. These results suggest the presence of
some heterogeneities in the data that could have been
produced either:
1. By variability of the dependent variable larger
than the variability assumed from the sampling
error; or
2. By using an inadequate approximatingfunction.
To check this latter possibility, we repeated the
approximationusing a logarithmic transformationof the
independentvariable. This time the fit was good in 5 out
of 16 conditions for MSG and in 7 out of 16 conditions
for ZP. These results do not allow rejecting one type of
independentvariable in favor of the other. We conclude
that it is more likely that the heterogeneitiesobserved in
the data are produced by increased variability of the
subject’s responses as compared to the theoretical
variability predicted from the sampling error. Such
increased variability could have come about, for
example, by instability in the subject’s criterion for the
response “target detected”.
It is seen from these results that it is easier to detect a
line when the line is longer and the density of dots in the
line is greater. These results seem to be intuitively
obvious and they are consistent with prior results (e.g.
Uttal, 1975).To investigatethe joint effect of length and
density of a line on its detectability, we plotted 50%
detectability curves (Fig. 6). This graph shows the
relationshipbetween the length of a line and the density
of dots in the line in log–log coordinates from both
sessions: fixed density and fixed length. For the fixed
density condition, the values on the abscissa are the
values of density used in the experiment, and the values
on the ordinate are the lengths of the lines which were
detected in 50% of the trials (i.e. they represent the 50th
percentile of the fitted cumulative Gaussian distribution
function). For the fixed length condition, the values on
the ordinate are the lengths of the targets used in this
condition,and the values on the abscissaare the densities
of the lines detected in 50’%of the trials. Thus, the points
plotted in this graph represent 50% detectability curves
for each subject across the two conditions (the squares
and diamonds for MSG and the circles and triangles for
ZP). The area above and to the right of the 50%
detectabilitycurve representstargetsdetected in >50% of
the trials, whereas the area below and to the left of the
curve represents targets detected in <50’%of the trials.
It is seen from this graph that the results from each
subject are quite consistent across the two conditions
used, namely, the data points correspondingto the fixed
densityconditionand the data pointscorrespondingto the
fixedlengthconditioncan allbe approximatedby a single
line. Next note that the 50% detectability curves for the
two subjects are nearly parallel to one another [their
slopes, –1.98 for MSG and –1.79 for ZP, are not
significantlydifferent (P > 0.1)]. These results suggest
that the commonperceptualmechanismis representedby
the similar slopes of the 50% detectability curves, and
that the differencein sensitivitybetween the two subjects
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(the sensitivityof MSG was higher than that of ZP—the
50% detectabilitycurve for ZP is translatedto the top and
right from that for MSG) is represented by the different
intercepts.
In this experiment two features of the target were
manipulated, namely, density and length, but the back-
ground was kept the same. To evaluate the effect of the
background on the subject’s performance a follow-up
experimentwas performed in which both the length and
density of the target were kept constant (150 and 0.04,
respectively), but the density of the background varied,
by using different numbers of dots ranging from 100 to
400. The method of constantstimuliwas used with seven
levels of the number of background dots. During the
“catch trials”, when no target was presented, the number
of backgrounddots was chosenrandomlyfrom the seven
levels used in the other trials. ZP was tested in one
session (800 trials). It was found that the proportion of
“target present” responseswas greater when the number
of background dots was smaller (the proportionof errors
on the “catch trials” was 0.13). The relationshipbetween
the proportion of “target present” responses and the
number of background dots was approximated by the
best-fitting cumulative Gaussian distribution function.
The fit, evaluated by the Z2 test, was quite good
(P> 0.29). If the logarithmof the numberof background
dots was used as the independent variable, the fit
improved (P > 0.68).*
To summarize the qualitative results of this experi-
ment, detectability of a target (a collinear set of dots) is
higherwhen the target is longer, and the densityof dots in
the target relative to the densityof dots in the background
is greater. In the next section we will describe our new
model based on an exponentialpyramid architectureand
compare simulationresults to the psychophysicalresults.
THE EXPONENTIALPYRAMIDMODEL OF CURVE
DETECTION
First, we will introduce our new definition of
smoothness. Then, we will describe the new model of
curve detectionand illustratethe model’sperformanceas
a functionof the values of its free parameters.Finally,we
will show that this model can generate psychometric
curves that fit quite well to those from our Experiment 1.
*We want to point out that the fact that using a logarithmic
transformationof the independentvariable (length, target density,
backgrounddensity)tendedto improvethe fit of the approximating
functions or simplified their relationships, could be regarded as
supportingan exponentirdpyramidmodel.This is the case because
in the exponential pyramid algorithm the independent variables
enter in logarithmic transformations(see Pizlo et al., 1995).Note,
however, that there are many other, qualitatively different
transformations of the independentvariables that could give rise
to equally good fits, especially if the range of variation of the
variables is relatively small (as is the case in most experiments
where detection or discrimination thresholds are measured).
Therefore, we will base our evaluation of the model on more
direct tests that involve comparison of psychophysical and
simulation results.
changeof angle= rx2-od
FIGURE7. Local change of angle (W-Cil) is definedas the difference
between two successive changes of orientation, Uzand Ml.
A new definitionof smoothness
In mostprior theoriesof curve detection,the curvewas
easier to detect if it was closer to a straight line (see the
review in the Prior Research section). This theoretical
claim is rooted in the simplicityprincipleof Gestalt and it
is consistentwith the resultsof somepsychophysicaltests
(e.g. Uttal, 1975;Field et al., 1993).The departure from
“straightness”was usually defined as the magnitude of
curvature (e.g. Sha’ashua & Unman, 1988). We pointed
out, however, that curvature itself is psychologicallynot
plausible because curvature is not scale invariant. The
effect of scale on curvatureimplies that if the observer is
approachinga given object (or moving away from it), all
curvatures on the retina will change because of changes
of retinal sizes. Subjectively,however, the percept does
not seemto be affectedby the changeof distancebetween
the objectand the observer.Therefore,we believe that the
departurefrom straightness(or more generally,departure
from “smoothness”)shouldbe measuredby angles rather
than curvatures,because angles are scale invariant.
We pointed out in the Introduction that there is an
alternative approach (different from the simplicity
principle) to figure-ground segregation in general, and
the law of good continuationin particular,which involves
the likelihoodprinciple. According to this approach, the
percept favors interpretationsthat are likely to occur in
everyday life. If this principle is applied to curve (or
contour) detection, then the percept should be equally
sensitiveto a wide range of possibleshapesof curves, not
just to straight line segments or circles, because the
contours found in images of everyday life scenes (e.g.
contours of images of animals and persons) do not
include many straight line segments or even parts of a
circle or an ellipse. Despite the fact that the contours of
images in everyday life scenes are characterized by
different degrees of departure from straightness,they all
share one feature, namely they are piece-wise smooth.
We definesmoothnesshere as a small change of angle
along the curve. This definition is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Assume that a curve is representedby a set of dots, as in
our experiments (note that if a curve is continuous and
does not have distinctivedots, one can always divide the
curve into short segmentsand use the endpointsof these
segments in lieu of dots). The change of orientation
between successivetuples of dots is called an angle (e.g.
al), and the difference between two successive angles
(ctz-ctl) is the change of angle. We conjecture that a
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curve is smooth (i.e. conforms to the law of good
continuation) if the change of angle is small along the
entire curve. In a straight line all angles (and changes of
angle) are zero. Thus, a straight line is smooth according
to this definition.In all circular arcs, the change of angle
is also zero everywhere (even though the angle is no
longerzero), and, therefore,all circles are smooth,too. In
the two lines shown in Fig. 2, the angles are not zero and
the changes of angle are not zero either,but the changeof
angle is small and the curves are perceived as smooth.
Before this phenomenological observation is tested
(Experiment 2), we describe the details of our model
and show that this model can account for the results of
our Experiment 1.
The new model
We proposea hierarchicalpyramid as a modelof curve
detection. The structure of the pyramid and the basic
operations performed by each node were chosen on the
basis of what is known aboutthe anatomyand physiology
of the human visual system, as well as on the basis of
current knowledgeof the perceptualmechanismsof early
vision. First, we describe the main properties of the
structure of our model.
We used a pyramid with four layers. The bottom layer
of the pyramid contained 64 nodes organized in an 8 x 8
square. The number of nodes at the bottom layer was
smaller than the number of pixels in the input image, so
each node in this layer received an inputfrom a portionof
the image. The ratio of the number of nodesbetween two
successive layers (reduction ratio) was 4. Thus, each
“parent node” received input from four “childrennodes”.
In the bottom layer the receptive fields were enlarged
by t a half of the width (height) of the individual
receptive field. As a result, the receptive fields in all
layers overlappedby this amount. This allowed avoiding
problems in cases when the target to be detected fell on
the border of two nodes. Finally, we assumed one global
coordinate system in the pyramid and no interactions
among nodes in a given layer.
Our pyramid model, whose structure is described
above, represents only one particular instance of a more
general class of pyramid algorithms. In the general case
the reduction ratio can be arbitrary, and it does not even
have to be a whole number (Burt, 1981).Receptivefields
may or may not overlap. The shape of the receptive field
does not have to be a square. In fact, the receptive field
sizes and shapes may change as a function of a stimulus
(Meer, 1989).Finally,nodes in a given layer may interact
and each node may use its own local coordinate system.
Next, we describe rules according to which our
pyramid model operates. Each node in the pyramid
stores coordinates of dots that are located within its
receptive field, the descriptionof figures (i.e. sets of dots
forming possible targets) detected in its receptive field,
along with a measure of “goodness”of each figure. The
goodnessdepends on the figure’slength and density.If a
node detects at least one figure in its receptive field, this
figure,but not the individualdots, is passedup to the next
layer for further processing.
A node in the first layer starts processingby analyzing
dots in its receptive field to determine if they can form a
figure. Our definitionof smoothness,which involves the
concept of a change of angle, implies that the simplest
figure consists of four dots (a quadruple of dots is the
smallest set for which a change of angle can be
computed). The examination of dots in the receptive
fields involves three stages. It begins if the number of
dots in the receptivefieldsis greater than some minimum
(in our simulationsthe minimum number of dots was 6).
Otherwise, all dots are passed up for further processing.
This requirement prevents the pyramid from losing
information: if the dots are very sparse, the target might
be missed not because the dots do not form a figure,but
because there were not enough dots to verify the
existence of a figure or its part. The rules involved in
the individualstages are given below:
1. In the first stage, pairs nti of dots are formed, if the
dots Pi, Pj are sufficientlyclose to one another:
Pi, Pj form a pair ~ti if d(P~,Pj) S 6
where d(”) is a Euclidean distance, and 6 is a maximal
distance (reciprocal of minimaldensity). The restriction
that d(Pi,Pj)is small representsthe fact that only dots that
are close to one anotherare likely to lead to the percept of
a figure(proximityrule).At the sametime, this restriction
limits the computationaltime by limiting the number of
possible pairs. In the visual system this stage can be
performed by simple cells.
2. In the second stage, triplets rti~of dots are formed
from pairs, if the two pairs have one dot in common
and the angle ctti~formed by the two pairs is
sufficientlysmall.Before themagnitudeof the angle
was evaluated,a randomnumberx. was added to the
actual angle. This random number represented in
our simulationsperceptual noise in judging angles:
my, ~j/k form a triplet rijkif j = j’ and l~~k+ d%I S ~max
where x. is a random variable subject to a normal
distributionN(O, OU2)(cr. is called here angle standard
deviation), and ct~,, is the maximal angle (angle
criterion). In the visual system, this stage can be
performedby hypercomplexcells (Dobbinset al., 1989).
3. In the third stage, quadruples~~klof dots are formed
from triplets. Two triplets can form a quadruple, if
they overlap by two consecutive dots, and the
changeof angleAtiklis sufficientlysmall. Before the
magnitude of the change of angle was evaluated, a
random number y~ was added to the actual change
of angle. This random number represented in our
simulationsperceptualnoise in judging a difference
between angles:
I_tikand Tfk(lform a quadruple X@tlif j = j’
and k = k’ and Aijkl= I(Chjk– ~jfkrl) -1 YAI < Amax
where yA is a random variable subject to a normal
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FIGURE 8. “Psychometric” functions generated by the exponential pyramid model using the same conditions as in our
psychophysicalExperiment 1. The axes in this figure have the same units as in Fig. 5(A) and (B). Specificrdly,the ordinate
showsthe proportionof the model’sresponses“target present”. (a) Fixeddensitycondition.The abscissa showsthe lengthof the
target in p-keis. Different curves repre~entdifferent levels of the density of dots in the target. fb) Fixed length condition.The
abscissa shows the density of dots in the target. Different curves represent different levels of the length of the target in pixels.
distributionN(O,~A2)(a~ is called here charzge-of-angle
standard deviation),and A~.x is the maximal change of
angle (change-of-angle criterion).
After figures are identified, they are passed up for
further processing according to the following rule.
4. If a node on the second (or higher level) receives
from its children descriptions of figures #ii,...,,.,it
checks whether it is possible to merge pairs of the
figures. Such a merge is possible if two figures
overlap by more than two dots (starting from one of
the endpoints) or they overlap by two dots and the
change of angle at the site of the merge is less than
the change-of-anglecriterion:
Oil,...,in and $j,,...jmcan be ‘erfiled ‘f :
(a) i.-~ =jI,..., in = j~+l andk22
or
(b) in_l = jl and i. = jz and &.2in-1i~3
= l(~in-,i.-li. – ~j1~3)+YAI < Amm
Each node orders the figures by using a goodness
measure and stores the 10 “best” figures for further
processing (storing only a small set of figures is
consistent with the assumption that the nodes in the
pyramid have limited computational and memory
capacity). A figure is “good” if it is long and dense.
Since we found that the iso-sensitivitycurve in Experi-
ment 1 was a straight line in log(length)vs log(density)
coordinates, the goodness was measured by the ratio
log(length)/log(density). The longer and denser the
target, the smaller the value of this criterion (but the
larger in absolutevalue)-see Fig. 6, in which the better
figures correspond to points in the upper right corner of
the graph.At the apex of the pyramid the goodnessof the
best figure was compared to a goodness criterion to
decide whether the best figure is to be classified as a
target.
In the next sectionwe illustratethe performanceof the
model by analyzing the effects of the length and density
of a target on the proportionof correct detections,as well
as by analyzing the effects of several parameters of the
model on its performance.
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FIGURE9. Illustrationof the effect of model parameters on the model
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Performance of the model
Before we fit the model to the data (next section) we
analyze the model’sperformancein order to examine the
family of possible simulationresults. If, by changing the
model’s parameters, one could obtain an arbitrary curve
representing the relationship between the proportion of
“target present” responses and the independentvariable
(lengthor density),then the predictivevalue of the model
would be relatively weak (any result can be accounted
for). If, on the other hand, the model can generate only a
restricted family of curves, its value as a theory would be
much greater (because it can be invalidated).
In the first set of simulations, all parameters of the
model were kept constant, and the proportion of “target
present” responses as a function of density and length
was computed. In these simulationsthe stimuli were the
same as those used in Experiment 1 for subject MSG.
Each data point corresponds to 100 trials (as in
Experiment 1). The target was always a straight line.
The values of the model parameters were as follows:
angle criterion (ct~,X):7 deg, angle standard deviation
(cr.): 5 deg, change-of-angle criterion (Am=): 5 deg,
change-of-anglestandard deviation (~A):4 deg, maximal
distance (6) between dots that can form a pair: 60 pixels
(minimum density: 0.016), goodness criterion: –1.55.
These values were chosen in such a way that the model
would give rise to psychometricfunctions in a range of
the independentvariable (length, density) similar to that
produced by the subjects.
Figure 8(a) shows a family of simulated psychometric
functions for a fixed density condition and Fig. 8(b)
showsthe functionsfor a fixed lengthcondition.It is seen
that these simulation curves are qualitatively similar to
thoseobtainedfrom the subjectsin Experiment 1 (Fig. 5).
This means that our pyramidmodel is a possibletheoryof
curve detection in the noisy image.
Next, we analyze the effect of the model’s parameters
on the simulatedpsychometricfunctions.Figure 9 shows
six panels, each panel having three functionscorrespond-
ing to three levelsof a given parameter.The values of the
other parameters were kept constant at their middle
values. The targets used in this simulationwere straight
lines with a fixed density of 0.035. It is seen that all the
functions are of the same type, namely, all are
approximately monotonic. Changing the parameters
resulted in changing the slope or positionof the function,
or both. Thus, the parameters of the model give rise to
systematic changes of the psychometric function. This
means that our model cannot reproduce any function.
Instead, the model always produces a function having a
shape similar to the shape of a cumulative Gaussian
distribution function. The next section will test how
closely the simulated functions can reproduce (approx-
imate) the psychometric functions measured in Experi-
ment 1.
Fitting the model to the data
Fitting the model to the data consisted of determining
the optimalvalues of the parametersthat led to the best fit
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(as measured by a ~z test) of the simulatedpsychometric Experiment2). As a result, only the followingparameters
functions to those obtained in Experiment 1. Since in were subject to optimization:
Experiment 1 only straightlineswe~eused as targets, this
optimization did not involve the change-of-anglecriter- 1. Maximal distance (d) between two dots that could
ion (A~,X)or the change-of-anglestandarddeviation(~A) form a pair in a figure (reciprocal of minimum
(these two parameters will be used in the simulationsof density);
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FIGURE 10. (A) Simulated and psychophysicalpsychometric functions for the fixed density condition from Experiment 1.
Filled circles (connected by a solid line) and a diamond represent psychophysical results [in Fig. 5(A)] and open circles
(connected by a dashed line) and a square represent simulated results. (a) Subject MSG; (b) subject ZP. (B) Simulated and
psychophysicalpsychometric functions for the fixed length conditionfrom Experiment 1. Filled circles (connectedby a solid
line) and a diamondrepresent psychophysicalresults [shownin Fig. 5(B)] and open circles (connectedby a dashed line) and a
square represent simulated results. (a) Subject MSG; (b) subject ZP.
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2. Angle criterion (a~=);
3. Angle standard deviation (o.);
4. Goodnesscriterion.
The optimization was performed separately for each
subject because it was reasonable to assume that the
optimal values of the parameters in the model may be
different for different subjects. Among the four para-
meters listed above, the first three are likely to
characterize the structure and the functioning of the
visual system itself, whereas the fourth parameter (the
goodnesscriterion)is likely to correspondto the subject’s
response criterion. Therefore, the values of the three
parameters were estimated only once (for one psycho-
metric function) and then were kept constant. The value
of the fourth parameter (the goodness criterion), on the
other hand, was optimized for each psychometric
function.
Thus, the optimizationwas performed in two stages. In
the first stage, optimalvalues of alI four parameterswere
estimated by fitting the simulated curve to the psycho-
physical one for the middle (third) session of the fixed
density condition. The optimal values of the three
parameters (these values were kept constant in the
remaining optimization) were as follows (for MSG and
ZP, respectively):
1. Minimum density (1/6): 0.013 and 0.012;
2. Angle criterion (am=): 6 and 4 deg;
3. Angle standard deviation (rr.): 9 and 10 deg.
The remaining 11 psychometric functions (five from
the fixed density condition and all six from the fixed
length condition)from the first experimentwere fittedby
using only one free parameter, namely, the goodness
criterion. The results are shown in Fig. 10. The data
points representing the psychophysical experiment are
represented by filled symbols:circles joined with a solid
line for trials with target, and diamonds for catch trials.
The data points representing the simulation experiment
are represented by open symbols: circles joined with a
dotted line for trials with target, and squares for catch
trials. It is seen that the fit was very good for the third
session in the fixed density condition, for which four
parameters were subject to optimization(in this case the
number of degrees of freedomwas four). The fitwas also
good for several other sessions from the fixed density
condition (in these cases the number of degrees of
freedom was seven). Note that the quality of the fit is
similar to that obtained by fitting the cumulative
Gaussian distribution function to the psychophysical
psychometric functions (see Fig. 5). In the fixed length
condition,where the simulated functionswere produced
by using estimates of three parameters from the tied
density condition, the fit, as measured by a Z*test, was
worse. It is quitepossiblethat the fit could be improvedif
more than one parameter was allowed to be optimized.It
is seen, nevertheless, that the shapes of the simulated
psychometric functions are similar to the shapes of the
psychophysical psychometric functions. We conclude
that the simulationresultsproducedby our new modelare
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FIGURE11. Targets used in Experiment2. The targets have different
shapes, but they all have the same length and density.
consistent with the psychophysical results. It is quite
possible, however, that similarly good fits could have
been obtained by other models as well [e.g. Uttal’s
(1975)]. Therefore, new experiments are needed that
allow the different models to be told apart. Such
experimentswill be presented in the next two sections.
EXPERIMENT2: DETECTIONOF CURVEDLINES
Existing definitionsof smoothness (or good continua-
tion) of a curve can be classifiedby two parameters: local
angle and local change of angle. According to most prior
theories, a curve is smooth if the local angles are small
along the curve (e.g. Uttal, 1975;Grossberg& Mingolla,
1985a,b).As a result, in these theories, a straight line is
the easiest to detect and detectabilityshoulddeteriorateif
the local angle increases (e.g. a small circle should be
more difficult to detect than a large one). According to
other theories (e.g. Smits & Vos, 1986; Yuen et al.,
1990), a curve is smooth if the local angle is constant
along the curve (i.e. the change of local angle is zero). In
these theories all circles and straight lines should be
equallyeasy to detect and detectabilityshoulddeteriorate
if the shape of the curve is irregular. On the contrary,
according to our new definition of smoothness, detect-
ability shouldbe equallygood for a wide range of shapes:
straight lines, circles, and irregularly shaped curves,
providedthe local changeof angle is small.To test which
of the theories, if any, is psychologicallyplausible, we
used the following shapes of targets (see Fig. 11):
1. Straight line;
2. Circular arc with local angle 10 deg;
3. Circular arc with local angle 20 deg;
4. Irregularly shaped curve with maximal change of
local angle 20 deg;
5. Irregularly shaped curve with maximal change of
local angle 40 deg.
All targets had the same density of dots and the same
length. Therefore, any differences in the subjects’
performance can be attributed to the shape itself, rather
than to other unrelated factors.
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Methods
Subjects. Three subjects, including two of the authors,
were tested. Subjects MSG and ZP served in the first
experiment. The third subject, BJ, was naive about the
hypothesisbeing tested.BJ was a slightmyopeand he did
not usuallywear his correctiveglasses.Therefore,he was
tested in the experimentwithout glasses.He did not have
previous experience as a subject in psychophysical
experiments. He was given extensive practice for the
current experiment.
Stimuli.The length of the target and the densityof dots
in the target were constant for all sessions for a given
subject. Subjects ZP and BJ were presented with targets
of length 400 and density 0.045. Subject MSG was
presented with targets of length 600 and density 0.03,
which were more difficult than the targets used by the
other two subjects. Testing MSG with more difficult
stimuli led to similar performance in all subjects, due to
the fact that MSG had greater detectability (see the
Results section of Experiment 1 for comparison of the
detectability of MSG and ZP). The number of dots in
each target was 19 (in all sessions and for all three
subjects), except in the case of a circular arc with local
angle 20 deg [Fig. 11(C)]. In this case the circle
was closed and, as a result, the first and the last dot
coincided.
Circular arc targets [Fig. 11(B and C)] were generated
by randomly choosing the starting point and the
orientation of the segment represented by the first two
dots. The remaining dots were generated on the
circumference of the circle in such a way that the angle
*Thedetectabilityd’ for a straight line, estimated in this experimentby
the use of signal detection theory, agrees quite well with the
discriminability estimated in Experiment 1, where the method of
constant stimuli was used. Consider first the results of MSG in
Experiment 1 in the fixed length condition for length 600 (i.e. the
length used in the present experiment). The proportion of “target
present” responseson catch trials was 0.15.This correspondsto the
standard normal variable z = –1.04. Next, consider a target with
density 0.03 (the density used in the present experiment).A target
with this density was not used in the session with length 600;
therefore there is no measurementof performancefor such a target.
However, the performance (i.e. the proportionof “target present”
responses) can be estimated from the best fitting cumulative
Gaussian distributionfunction. In this session the fitting curve had
mean 0.0197 and standard deviation 0.0043. This means that the
density 0.03 corresponds to a z score of +2.40. As a result, the
discriminability d’ between noise and a target of length 600 and
density 0.03 is estimated as 3.44. This estimate agrees quite well
with the d’estimated from the present experimentfor MSGand the
straight line condition (see Fig. 12). Next, we perform a similar
comparisonfor ZP. Considerthe fixedlengthconditionwith length
400 and take the data points representing catch trials and a target
with density0.045.The proportionof “target present” responseson
catch trials was 0.05, which corresponds to z = –1.64, and the
proportionof “target present”responsesfor density0.045was 0.91,
which corresponds to z = 1.34. Thus, the d’ estimated from
Experiment 1 is 2.98. Again, this estimate is quite close to the d’
measured in the present experiment (see Fig, 12). This agreement
between the results obtainedin the two experimentsmeans that the
subjects’ performance did not depend on the psychophysical
method used (constant stimuli in Experiment 1 vs signal detection
in Experiment 2).
formed by three consecutivedots was constant and equal
to the given angle w (we used u equal to 10 deg and
20 deg). The shape of the irregularlyshaped targets [Fig.
11(D and E)] was random from trial to trial and was
obtained by using the following method. The first two
dots in the case of an irregularly shaped target were
generated identically to those in the case of a circular
target. The remaining dots were generated in such a way
that the angleformedby three consecutivedotswas equal
to plus or minus the given angle a (again,we used a equal
to 10 and 20 deg). As a result, the local change of angle
could take values O,~2g, or –2m
Procedure. The experimentconsisted of five sessions.
The order of the sessions was randomized for each
subject. In each session only one target was used. The
shape of an irregularly shaped target Fig. 11(D and E)
was random and changed from trial to trial.
The method of signal detectionwith confidencerating
was used. In a given session there were 300 trials in
which a target was present, and 300 trials without a
target, Before each session 60 practice trials were
presented to the subject; in half of the trials the target
was present.
The subject’s task was to detect a target. After the
stimulusdisappeared the subjectwas presented with five
possible responses: “noise”, “probably noise”,
“uncertain”, “probablysignal”, and “signal”.
Signal detection theory for the data containing
confidence ratings was used to analyze the results of
the experiment (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). The
analysis provided the detectability measure d’ and its
estimated standard deviation.
Results
The results are shown in Fig. 12. Each panel shows the
resultsof all sessionsfor one subject. On the abscissathe
type of targetused in a given sessionis indicated(straight
line, circulararc with 10 deg local angle, circulararc with
20 deg local angle, irregularly shaped curve with
+10 deg local angle, irregularly shaped curve with
~ 20 deg local angle). For each session (target) the value
of d’ is represented by the height of a bar. Additionally,
error bars, with heights equal to t 1 SD of d’, are
marked.
It is seen that all subjectsproduced the same pattern of
results. The straight line was easiest to detect.* The next
three targets:circulararc with local angle 10 deg, circular
arc with local angle 20 deg, and irregularlyshaped curve
with local angle 10 deg, show similar detectability for
each subject. The differences among these three condi-
tions are small and comparableto the standarddeviations
of d’. Finally, the session with irregularly shaped curves
with local angle 20 deg produced the poorest perfor-
mance.
Discussion
We will now comparethese resultsto the predictionsof
prior theories of the law of good continuation.First, the
fact that the detectability of an irregularly shaped curve
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FIGURE 12. Results of Experiment 2. Individualbars represent different targets (shown in Fig. 11). Different panels show
results for different subjects.
with a local angle &10 deg is not different from the
detectability of a circular arc implies that good
continuation (or smoothness) is not equivalent to
simplicity of the curve representation. An irregularly
shaped curve changes its direction randomly; to describe
the shape of such a curve the number of parameters
needed would be comparableto the number of dots in the
curve, whereas the shape of a circular arc can be
describedby only two parameters:the local angle and the
length of the arc. Thus, our results contradict the
simplicity principle and all prior theories based on this
principle.The onlypropertycommonto a circulararc and
to an irregularly shaped curve with local angle +10 deg
is that these curves do not change direction rapidly, i.e.
the change of local angle is small along the curve (in this
experiment this change of local angle was not >20 deg).
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When the change of local angle was greater (40 deg), as
in the case of an irregularlyshapedcurvewith local angle
~ 20 deg, detectability was poorer. These results are
consistent with our new definition of smoothness and
they seem to reflect the operation of rule 3 (see The New
Model section).
Next, consider the fact that the performance was the
same for the two circular arcs. This result impliesthat the
value of the local angle itself (or the value of curvature)
has no effect on the detectability of an arc. Therefore,
good continuation (or smoothness) of a curve does not
seem to involvelocal angle (or curvature)and thus seems
to reflect in this case the absence of rule 2 (The New
Model section)or the use of a liberal criterion u~., in this
rule. This result is consistent with our definition of
smoothnessand it contradicts those prior theories which
claimed that the greater the departure from straightness,
the worse is the performance.
Next, consider a straight line, where performancewas
best. This superiority of the straight line target was not
predicted by our definitionof smoothness.According to
our definition, if the change of local angle is small, the
detectability shouldbe high, and the same shouldbe true
for different curves. Can our pyramid model account for
this higher performance in the case of a straight line? If
the model “knows”that the target is a straightline, then it
can use the constraint on the bottom layers of the
pyramid, that all local angles are close to zero. This
constraintis in fact representedby rule 2 (TheNewModel
section) (recall that using this rule allowed our model to
achieve the same (high) performance as the subjects did
in Experiment 1). A question is, however, why the angle
criterion produced by knowledge about the local angle
characterizing the target can improveperformance in the
case of straight lines, but not in the case of circular arcs?
Considera circular arc and assumethat the local angle&.
formed by a triplet of consecutive dots is known. If the
orientationof the circular arc is unknown,a given pair of
dots does not determine the position of the third dot
uniquelybecause the angle MOcan be positiveor negative.
In other words, given a pair of dots from a circular arc, it
is not known whether the arc was generatedclockwiseor
counterclockwise.In such a case if informationabout a.
is to be used, it would correspond to the following
modificationof rule 2 (rule 2a):
la@ +Xa + cull< a~..
This inequality means that the algorithm includes in
the analysisall tripletsof dotswhoseangles(%j~+-%) are
within the region having angular magnitude of 4a~m
(MOt u~,Xand –u. + a~=). Inthe case of a straightline
(a. = O)the algorithmincludes in the analysisonly those
triplets of dots whose angles (aij~+ ~~) are within the
region having angular magnitude of 2a~w (+ a~~).
Thus, the region that has to be analyzed is two times
smaller in the case of a straight line as compared to the
case of a circular arc. In other words, in the case of a
straight line, predictabilityof the location of the next dot
in the line is two-fold greater than that in the case of a
circular arc with unknown orientation. This means that
the knowledge of local angle in the latter case could be
used, but the benefit from such top-downprocessingmay
be small enough to be overshadowedby the performance
based on bottom-up processing. This reasoning can be
tested by measuring performance for a circular arc with
fixedorientation.In such a case one can take the direction
of the chord of the arc as the reference orientation (this
orientationwould be constant and known to the subject).
This direction would determine the sign of a. in rule 2a,
and, as a result, the uncertainty (and thus the perfor-
mance) would be similar or equal to the uncertainty (and
performance)in the case of a straight line with unknown
orientation. Such a test will be described in the next
section.
Finally, consider how top-down effects could account
for the apparent contradiction between Uttal’s results,
where he observed that the greater the departure from
straightness,the poorer the performance, and our results,
where we failed to observe such an effect (see the
comparisonbetween circular arcs with local angle 10 and
20 deg). In Uttal’s experiments straight line targets and
curved targets were all presented in random order in a
single session.In such a case, if the subjectused, at least
in some trials, a criterion that the local angle is close to
zero (rule 2) (as would be the case if only a straight line
target was used), performance would be systematically
affected by the departure from straightness.This is what
Uttal observed. In our experiment, on the other hand,
straightline targetswere never mixed with curved targets
in a singlesessionand, therefore, the subjectdid not have
to use two differentcriteria at the same time. As a result,
when a curved line was the target, the subject was not
likely to use the criterion for straight lines, and
conversely, when a straight line was the target, the
subject was likely to use the criterion for straightnessin
all trials, which could give rise to high performance.
In the next section, we present the results of
simulationsin which our pyramid model was tested with
the same stimuli as those used in Experiment 2.
Simulations
Since the model has alreadybeen tested for the case of
straight line targets (see Fig. 10), the present simulations
were performed to test the model’s capability to account
for the subjects’performance in the case of curved lines.
Therefore, the angle criterion (u~.X)and angle standard
deviation (o.) were not used in the present simulations.
Instead, the change-of-angle criterion (Amm)and the
change-of-angle standard deviation (~A) were used.
Figure 13 shows the results of simulations for three
conditionsrepresentedby differentpairs of values for the
change-of-angle criterion and change-of-angle standard
deviation: 10 and 8 deg, 20 and 10 deg, and 25 and
20 deg, respectively.These three conditionswere chosen
in such a way that they gave rise to qualitativelydifferent
results. In the first case, both the criterion and standard
deviation for change of local angle were small. In the
second, the standard deviation was small, but the
criterion was large. In the last simulation, both the
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FIGURE13.Resultsof simulationsfor Experiment2. Individualbars representdifferenttargets. Differentpanels showdifferent
combinations of the model parameters: change-of-anglecriterion and change-of-angle standard deviation. The numbers in
parentheses are values of the goodnesscriterion.
criterion and standard deviation were large. The case
when the criterion is small and the standard deviation is
large is not interesting here because this would lead to a
situationwhere many (or most of) the targets are missed.
As a result, detectability would be close to the chance
level for all targets.
In the simulations, the target had length 600 and
density 0.03 (the same as used by MSG). The session
consistedof 300 images with target and 300 imageswith
noise. The proportion of the model’s “target present”
judgments for trials with and without target were
recorded and used to compute the detectabilitymeasure
d’.
The resultsof the simulationsare shownin Fig. 13.The
form of this graph is identical to the form of the graphs
shown in Fig. 12. Each panel in Fig. 13 represents one
simulation for one pair of values for the criterion and
standard deviation of change-of-angle.It is seen that the
pattern of results depends on the values of the two
parametersand that the results shown in the middle panel
most closely resemble the pattern of results obtained by
the subjects. Specifically,the model’s detectabilityof an
arc with local angle of 10 deg, an arc with local angle of
20 deg and an irregularly shaped curve with local angle
+10 deg are similar (the differences in d’ among these
conditionsare small and comparable to standard errors).
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At the same time, ~’ for an irregularly shaped curve with
local angle +20 deg is clearly lower. This pattern of
results is identical to that obtained by the subjects. This
agreement between the psychophysical and simulation
resultsprovidessupportfor our model of curve detection,
along with our new definhion of smoothness.
There is, however, one psychophysical result which
was not reproduced in our simulation. Namely, the
subjects were able to detect the straight line target better
than any other target (see Fig. 12). This result was not
obtained in our simulations because the simulations were
based on the new definhion of smoothness, and, in this
definition, the straight line target is not different from
other smooth line targets. This comparison of the
psychophysical result with the simulation results suggests
that detecting straight lines may involve using an
additional constraint on local angle, which leads to a
more efficient mechanism (as pointed out in the previous
section). Such a constraint could have been used by our
subjectsbecause in the sessionwith a straight line target,
no other target was used and the subjectsknew this fact.
As we already showed in the section describing our
model, where the psychophysicalpsychometricfunctions
were approximatedquite well by the simulationpsycho-
metric functions, this constraint can be implemented in
our pyramid model as well, and it leads to performanceas
good as that of the subjects.
To summarize, we can conclude that our simulation
model can account quite well for the results of our
psychophysicalexperiments on detection of straight and
curved targets. Furthermore, our model allows for
implementingsome top-downconstraintsthat may result
from knowledge about properties of the target to be
detected. This fact agrees with our psychophysical
results. First, in Experiment 2, the detectability of a
straight line was clearly better then the detectability of
other lines. This result shows that some information
about the shape of the target can be used to improve
detectability. Second, we showed in our Experiment 2
that the detectability of circular arcs (whose shape was
constant in a session and known to the subject) was the
same as detectabilityof an irregularly shaped curve with
local angle ~ 10 deg (whose shape was random and
unknown to the subject). This result suggests that
knowledge of shape is not always used, and this result
was consistent with our new definition of smoothness,
accordingto which an arrangementof dots is classifiedas
a smooth line (and thus detected) if.the change of local
angle is small along the entire curve.These two groupsof
results show that curve detectabilityconformsto the new
definitionof smoothness,but at the same time it allows
for using knowledge about some propertiesof the target,
provided that the knowledge refers to local propertiesof
the target.
To further study the role of knowledge about a target,
Experiment3 was performed. In this next experimentthe
effect of knowledgeof a localproperty(orientation)and a
global property (shape) of a curved target on its
detectabilitywere tested. Experiment 2 already revealed
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the lack of an effect of knowledge about a shape on its
detectability. However, this result was obtained by
comparing detectability for circular arcs with that for
irregularly shaped curves. As a result, the knowledge
about the shape was confounded with the target shape
itself. To test the effect of knowledge about local and
global properties of a target, unconfounded with the
target’s shape, Experiment 3 tested the effect on
detectabilityof:
1.
2.
3.
Knowledge of the orientationof a circular target;
Knowledge of the shape of an irregularly shaped
curve; and
Knowledge of both the shape and orientation of an
irregularly shaped curve.
EXPERIMENT3: THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGEOF
THE SHAPE AND ORIENTATIONOF A TARGET
Consider first theoretical predictions of how knowl-
edge about a target can be used. In general, such
knowledge can be used in two ways: globally, while
making a decision about whether a seen figure is the
target, or locally, to restrict the number of accepted
fragments of figures. The two possibilities of using
knowledgeaboutthe target have differentimplications.If
the knowledge is to be used globally, the figure found in
the image must be compared with the expected target. In
this method, there is no restriction on the type of
informationthat may be useful. It is clear, however, that
this method cannot be implemented in the pyramid
algorithmbecause global information about the target is
not availableto nodeson the layers that are lower than the
layer of the root node (the root is a node which can “see”
the entire stimulus). Clearly, the pyramid algorithm can
use only local information. More precisely, only such
local information can be used, which can be translated
into rules that can be applied locally, so that many nodes
in the pyramid structure, including the nodes that do not
“see” the entire stimulus, can use this information to
restrict the number of possible targets. As a result, the
pyramid algorithm predicts benefit from knowing both
the shape and orientationof a target and no benefit from
knowing only the shape of an irregularly shaped target.
Methods
Subjects. Three subjects, including the two authors
who served in the first and second experiments, were
tested. The third subject, PG, was an emmetrope. He did
not have any prior experience as a subject in psycho-
physical experiments. He was given extensive practice
for the current experiment.
Stimuli.Only two types of targetswere used: a circular
arc with local angle of 10 deg and an irregularly shaped
curve with local angle of *2O deg. The targets had
constantlength and density,the same for all sessionsfor a
given subject.SubjectsMSG and PG were presentedwith
targets of length 600 and density 0.03, whereas subject
ZP was presented with targets of length 400 and density
0.045.
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FIGURE 14. Results of Experiment3. The three groups of bars represent the three levels of familiarity with the target. The
individualbars represent the followingconditions:(fromthe left): irregularlyshapedcurvewith unknownshapeandorientation,
circular arc with unknownorientation, irregularlyshaped curve with knownshape but unknownorientation(order 1, order 2),
circular arc with knownorientation, irregularly shaped curve with knownshape and orientation (order 1, order 2).
Procedure. The experiment consisted of five sessions.
The order of the sessions was randomized for each
subject. In each sessiononly one type of target was used.
The following targets were used:
1. Circular arc (local angle 10 deg) with randomized
orientation (as in Experiment 2);
2. Circular arc (local angle 10 deg) with fixed orienta-
tion;
3. Irregularlyshapedcurve (local angle *2O deg)with
randomizedshape and orientation(as in Experiment
2);
4. Irregularlyshapedcurve (localangle *2O deg)with
fixed shape, and randomized orientation;
5. Irregularlyshapedcurve (local angle *2O deg) with
fixed shape and orientation.
The position of the target was randomized in all
conditions. Note that conditions 1, 2, 4, and 5 use a
constantand knownshape(the subjectswere familiarized
with the shape before the session). Condition 3 uses a
randomlychangingshapeof the same type as in condition
4 and 5. Conditions1,3, and 4 use randomorientationsof
the target and conditions2 and 5 use fixed orientationsof
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the target. To be able to compare conditions 4 and 5 it
was important that they used a curve with the same shape.
Otherwise, the advantage of condition 5 over 4 could be
related to the fact that the shape in condition 5 was
coincidentally easier to remember, rather than to the fact
that orientation was fixed. Note, however, that using the
same shape in conditions 4 and 5 could give rise to an
order effect, for example, if condition 5 was run after
condition 4, the better detectability in condition 5 could
be attributed to the fact that the subject had more
experience with this curve while running condition 5. To
unconfound the effect of order, shape and orientation,
conditions 4 and 5 were repeated twice for each subject:
in order 4, 5 and in order 5, 4. In each such set of two
sessions the same shape was used.
At the beginning of each session the subject was shown
a sample target for unlimited inspection. The subjects
were informed what properties of the target would stay
constant in a given session, and were instructed to
carefully examine and remember the sample target. The
rest of the details of the experimental design were the
same as in the second experiment.
Results and discussion
The results are shown in Fig. 14. We will concentrate
here on describing and discussing two results that were
observed for all three subjects. First is the lack of effect of
knowing the shape of an irregularly shaped target on its
detectability when its orientation is unknown (condition 3
vs condition 4). Second is the improvement of detect-
ability in the case of a target whose shape and orientation
are known (conditions 2 and 5), as compared to a target
whose shape is known but whose orientation is unknown
(conditions 1 and 4, respectively).
Consider now in more detail the case of a circular arc
(conditions 1 and 2). Condition 1 was identical to one of
the conditions in Experiment 2. As expected, the
performance in this condition of the two subjects who
participated in all three experiments (MSG and ZP) was
identical in both experiments. Next, consider condition 2
in the present experiment. In this condition, the
orientation of the circular arc was constant and known
to the subject. This knowledge could have been used by
the subject to improve performance, according to our
predictions derived from the pyramid model (rule 2a in
the Discussion section of Experiment 2). More exactly,
performance in this condition was expected to be
comparable to performance for the case of a straight line
target in Experiment 2 because the local uncertainty
about the direction of a line, as predicted from any pair of
dots, is the same for a straight line with unknown
orientation and for a circular arc with known orientation.
And, in fact, the performance in condition 2 in the present
experiment for subjects MSG and ZP was similar to their
performance in the case of a straight line target in
Experiment 2.
Clearly, the results of this experiment are consistent
with the predictions of the pyramid model. Only some
information about the target can be used in a detection
task. The information which can be used is restricted to
information that can be expressed as a set of simple rules
that can be applied locally by nodes at different levels of
the pyramid. Thus, the information about the shape of an
irregularly shaped target is not likely to be useful locally
because this shape is a global property. The orientation of
a known shape, however, can be used locally.
We conclude that the psychophysical results obtained
in all three experiments can be adequately explained by
our pyramid model, after the new definition of smooth-
ness is supplemented by the possibility of using some
prior knowledge about the local properties of a target.
This knowledge can be implemented in the form of
additional rules similar to rules 2, 2a or 3 in the current
version of the model.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed one of the Gestalt laws
of organization that are involved in the phenomenon of
figure-ground segregation, namely, the law of good
continuation. Almost all prior theories assumed that
figure-ground segregation must operate in a bottom-up
fashion and, thus, is pre-attentive. This assumption
seemed to be necessary to assure that this first stage of
visual processing is fast. We showed, however, that this
assumption is too restrictive and it does not lead to a
psychologically plausible explanation of the phenomen-
on of figure-ground segregation.
To explain the perceptual mechanisms underlying the
law of good continuation, we proposed a new theory
based on an exponential pyramid algorithm. This theory
is different from prior theories in several respects:
1. It does not assume purely bottom-up (pre-attentive)
processing. Instead, it also allows for the effect of
knowledge of, or familiarity with, the target to be
detected.
2. It does not involve purely local or purely global
analysis of an image. The processing involves a
combination of both these types of analysis.
3. Our definition of smoothness is rooted in the
likelihood, rather than the simplicity, principle.
We showedthat our new modelcan accountfor a wider
range of psychophysical results, as compared to prior
models. Furthermore, the new predictions of our model
were confirmed by the results of our experiments. We
believe that thismodel can be further elaboratedso that it
can explain not only the law of good continuation, but
also the general phenomenon of figure-ground segrega-
tion.
Finally, we briefly discuss one element of the
methodology of our approach. Traditionally, psycholo-
gical research has been conducted by first formulating a
new theory that made predictions qualitatively different
from predictions of prior theories [e.g. Hering’s (1878),
opponent process theory vs Young–von Helmholtz’s
(1852), trichromatic theory of color vision], and then
performing experiments testing these predictions [e.g.
Hurvich and Jameson’s (1951), experiment on fusion of
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green and red]—we call this approach “qualitative”.
Since the predictions were qualitatively different, the
resultsof such experimentswere usuallyunequivocaland
thus easy to interpret. Another approach (we call it
quantitative) involves formulating a new theory that
made predictions different from the predictions of prior
theories, but the differences did not have to be
qualitative. In such cases, experiments were usually
followed by mathematical or computational modeling
and fittingthe model to the data. The theory that led to the
better fit was accepted (if none of them provided a
satisfactoryfit, none was accepted).The advantageof the
“quantitative”approach was that it involved quantitative
models and, thus, the theory was formulated in a more
precise way. The disadvantagewas, however, that in the
presence of variability in the subject’s responses it is
often difficult, if even possible, to decide conclusively
that one theory is clearly better than others if the only
difference between the theories being compared is the
degrees of relationships, rather than their presence or
direction [e.g. see Luce (1986) for a discussion of
different models of the speed–accuracytradeoffl.
Our approach is more conservative.On the one hand,
we believe that formulatinga theory in a quantitativeway
is important because only then can one be sure that no
implicit assumptions are involved in the theory. On the
other hand, we believe that the comparison of the new
theory to previous theories should be made by deriving,
from the new theory, predictions that are qualitatively
different from the predictionsof prior theories. The new
theory is accepted if experimental results are quantita-
tively consistent with the new theory and qualitatively
differentfrom predictionsof prior theories.By doing this
one can avoid the problems inherent in a purely
qualitative or purely quantitative approach and retain
the advantages of both approaches [in fact, we applied
this kind of approach not only in this present study, but
also in our prior work: Pizlo (1994); Pizlo et al. (1995);
Pizlo & Salach-Golyska(1995)].
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